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SPECIAL NOTE FOR PORTABLE CHANGEABLE MESSAGE SIGNS
This Special Note will apply when indicated on the plans or in the proposal.
1.0 DESCRIPTION. Furnish, install, operate, and maintain variable message signs at
the locations shown on the plans or designated by the Engineer.
2.0 MATERIALS.
2.1 General. Use LED or flip disk/LED Variable Message Signs Class I, II, or III,
as appropriate, from the Department’s List of Approved Materials.
Unclassified signs may be submitted for approval by the Engineer. The Engineer may
require a daytime and nighttime demonstration. The Engineer will make a final decision
within 30 days after all required information is received.
2.2 Sign and Controls. All signs must:
1)

Provide 3-line messages with each line being 8 characters long and at least 18
inches tall. Each character comprises 35 pixels.
2) Provide at least 40 preprogrammed messages available for use at any time.
Provide for quick and easy change of the displayed message; editing of the
message; and additions of new messages.
3) Provide a controller consisting of:
a) Keyboard or keypad.
b) Readout that mimics the actual sign display. (When LCD or LCD type
readout is used, include backlighting and heating or otherwise arrange for
viewing in cold temperatures.)
c) Non-volatile memory or suitable memory with battery backup for storing
pre-programmed messages.
d) Logic circuitry to control the sequence of messages and flash rate.
4) Provide a serial interface that is capable of supporting complete remote control
ability through land line and cellular telephone operation.
Include
communication software capable of immediately updating the message,
providing complete sign status, and allowing message library queries and
updates.
5) Allow a single person easily to raise the sign to a satisfactory height above the
pavement during use, and lower the sign during travel.
6) Allow direct wiring for operation of the sign or arrow board from an external
power source when desired.
7) Be Highway Orange on all exterior surfaces of the trailer, supports, and
controller cabinet.
8) Provide operation in ambient temperatures from -30 to + 120 degrees Fahrenheit
during snow, rain and other inclement weather.
9) Provide the driver board as part of a module. All modules are interchangeable,
and have plug and socket arrangements for disconnection and reconnection.
Printed circuit boards associated with driver boards have a conformable coating
to protect against moisture.
10) Provide a sign case sealed against rain, snow, dust, insects, etc. The lens is UV
stabilized clear plastic (polycarbonate, acrylic, or other approved material)
angled to prevent glare.
11) Provide a flat black UV protected coating on the sign hardware, character PCB,
and appropriate lens areas.
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12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

Provide a photocell control to provide automatic dimming.
Allow an on-off flashing sequence at an adjustable rate.
Provide a sight to aim the message.
Provide a LED display color of approximately 590 nm amber.
Provide the following 3-line messages preprogrammed and available for use
when the sign unit begins operation:
/MIN/SPEED/**MPH/
/ICY/BRIDGE/AHEAD/ /ONE
LANE/BRIDGE/AHEAD/
/ROUGH/ROAD/AHEAD/
/MERGING/TRAFFIC/AHEAD/
/NEXT/***/MILES/
/HEAVY/TRAFFIC/AHEAD/
/SPEED/LIMIT/**MPH/
/BUMP/AHEAD/
/TWO/WAY/TRAFFIC/

/KEEP/RIGHT/⇒⇒⇒/
/KEEP/LEFT/⇐⇐⇐/
/LOOSE/GRAVEL/AHEAD/
/RD WORK/NEXT/**MILES/
/TWO WAY/TRAFFIC/AHEAD/
/PAINT/CREW/AHEAD/
/REDUCE/SPEED/**MPH/
/BRIDGE/WORK/***0 FT/
/MAX/SPEED/**MPH/
/SURVEY/PARTY/AHEAD/

*Insert numerals as directed by the Engineer.
Add other messages during the project when required by the Engineer.
2.3 Requirements for Flip-Disc Type Signs. Flip-disc type signs will have
the following additional requirements:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Disc faces are fluorescent yellow on one side, and flat black on the reverse.
Discs are at least 3.5 square inches with a minimum character size of 5
discs horizontally by 7 discs vertically.
Discs are designed to operate without lubrication for at least 200 million
operations.
Line change speed of 600 milliseconds or less.
When power is lost, the sign automatically becomes blank or displays a
preprogrammed default message.

2.4 Power.
1)

2)

Design solar panels to yield 10 percent or greater additional charge than
sign consumption. Provide energy backup for 21 days without sunlight and
an on-board system charger with the ability to recharge completely
discharged batteries in 24 hours.
Diesel Power Source. Ensure the following is provided for:
a)
b)

c)

d)
e)

At least 24 spare bulbs available on the project for quick replacement
of burned out bulbs.
Black light at both top and bottom of each line to illuminate discs for
visibility at night or under adverse weather conditions, for flip disk
signs.
Diesel generator and electric start assembly, including batteries and a
fuel capacity adequate to provide at least 72 hours continuous
operation without refueling.
Fuel gage.
Provide all other specific features, such as bulb size, protection from
sun glare, and shock protection for electronics and bulbs, to the
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satisfaction of the Engineer.
3.0 CONSTRUCTION. Furnish and operate the variable message signs as
designated on the plans or by the Engineer. Ensure the bottom of the message panel
is a minimum of 7 feet above the roadway in urban areas and 5 feet above in rural
areas when operating. Use Class I, II, or III signs on roads with a speed limit less
than 55 mph. Use Class I or II signs on roads with speed limits 55 mph or greater.
Unless the Contract specifies flip-disk signs, use Class I signs on interstates and
parkways.
Maintain the sign in proper working order, including repair of any damage done
by others, until completion of the project. When the sign becomes inoperative,
immediately repair or replace the sign. Repetitive problems with the same unit will
be cause for rejection and replacement.
Use only project related messages and messages directed by the Engineer,
unnecessary messages lessen the impact of the sign. Ensure the message is displayed
in either one or 2 phases with each phase having no more than 3 lines of text. When
no message is needed, but it is necessary to know if the sign is operable, flash only a
pixel or disk.
When the sign is not needed, move it outside the clear zone or where the
Engineer directs.

4.0 MEASUREMENT. The final quantity of Variable Message Sign will be
the actual number of individual signs acceptably furnished and operated during
the project. The Department will not measure signs replaced due to damage or
rejection.
5.0 PAYMENT. The Department will pay for the Variable Message Signs at the
unit price each. The Department will not pay for signs replaced due to damage or
rejection. Payment is full compensation for furnishing all materials, labor,
equipment, and service necessary to, operate, move, repair, and maintain or replace
the variable message signs. The Department will make payment for the completed
and accepted quantities under the following:
Code

Pay Item

Pay Unit

02671

Portable Changeable Message Sign

Each
January 1, 2008
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